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We report on infrared studies of charge dynamics in a prototypical pnictide system: the BaFe2As2
family. Our experiments have identified hallmarks of the pseudogap state in the BaFe2As2 system that

mirror the spectroscopic manifestations of the pseudogap in the cuprates. The magnitude of the infrared

pseudogap is in accord with that of the spin-density-wave gap of the parent compound. By monitoring the

superconducting gap of both P- and Co-doped compounds, we find that the infrared pseudogap is

unrelated to superconductivity. The appearance of the pseudogap is found to correlate with the evolution

of the antiferromagnetic fluctuations associated with the spin-density-wave instability. The strong-

coupling analysis of infrared data further reveals the interdependence between the magnetism and the

pseudogap in the iron pnictides.
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The nature of the pseudogap phase and its relation to
high-transition-temperature (Tc) cuprate remains a signifi-
cant yet unresolved problem in condensed matter physics
[1]. While the pseudogap in the cuprates has been exten-
sively documented [1,2], there has been only circumstan-
tial experimental evidence for the existence of a pseudogap
in the iron pnictides [3–7]. Similar to the cuprates, high-Tc

superconductivity in the iron pnictides emerges when the
antiferromagnetic (AFM) order of parent compounds is
suppressed, for example, via chemical substitution. The
electronic ground states of the respective parent phases,
however, are qualitatively different: Mott insulator in the
cuprates and bad metals in the pnictides [8–10]. In the
phase diagram of the cuprates, there are at least two dis-
tinct energy gaps: one due to Mott localization of AFM
parent compounds and the other due to superconductivity.
Among many scenarios, the pseudogap in the cuprates has
been discussed in direct connection with these two gaps as
either the persistence of the parent compound gap in the
doped phases or the precursor of the superconducting gap
above Tc.

In this Letter, we investigate the electronic response of
the BaFe2As2 (Ba122) system using infrared spectroscopy.
Our data not only establish the pseudogap in this family of
the iron pnictides but also reveal the infrared manifesta-
tions of the pseudogap that are quite similar with those in
the cuprates [2]. By exploring the evolution of the charge
dynamics across the phase diagram we are able to narrow
down the field of plausible scenarios of the pseudogap

state. Specifically, the superconducting gap and the pseu-
dogap in P-doped and Co-doped Ba122 superconductors
lead to two distinct spectroscopic features suggesting that
the infrared pseudogap in both of these compounds is not
related to superconductivity.
Figures 1(a)–1(d) show the real part of optical conduc-

tivity �1ð!Þ of BaFe2ðAs0:67P0:33Þ2 (P-Ba122) and
BaðFe1�xCoxÞ2As2 (Co-Ba122) at various temperatures
(T) (see the Supplemental Material [11]). New insights
into the electromagnetic response of this series of materials
are provided by the data for P-Ba122 and overdoped (OD)
Co-Ba122 (x ¼ 0:25) that have not been investigated
using infrared spectroscopy in the past. Furthermore, the
P-Ba122 system sets the standard for a superconductor
with low disorder, as attested by quantum oscillations
experiments [12]. We supplement these new data with the
results for optimally doped (OPD) Co-Ba122 (x¼0:08)
and parent compound that agree with the published works
[13–20]. We find that �1ð!Þ of all the compounds is quite
similar at 295 K. The far-infrared response is dominated by
a narrow Drude-like feature followed by a smooth midin-
frared continuum between 500 and 1500 cm�1.
As T decreases, the infrared response of the Ba122

system evolves in distinct ways depending on the doping
level. In the parent compound, the onset of long-range
AFM order induces drastic changes of the electronic
response. Below the AFM transition temperature TN ¼
135 K, a prominent optical transition associated with the
formation of the spin-density-wave (SDW) gap appears
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in �1ð!Þ between 500 and 1500 cm�1. In �1ð!Þ of the
OPD Co-Ba122 and P-Ba122 where the long-range AFM
order is suppressed, we observe a weak absorption feature
at T � 100 K: a slight upturn in �1ð!Þ at about 500 cm�1

followed by a plateau extending to 1500 cm�1 as indicated
with the arrows in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). On the other hand,
such absorption structure is not evident in �1ð!Þ of OD
Co-Ba122 shown in Fig. 1(d).

Before continuing our inquiry into the electrodynamics
of Ba122 phases, we stress that the contribution of the
mobile carrier to�1ð!Þ in the iron pnictides is not confined
to a narrow Drude-like component but extends further in
frequency in the form of flat incoherent background
[13–20]. This behavior of �1ð!Þ is generic to various
classes of correlated electron systems [21]. Our conjecture
for the common physical origin of the Drude-like feature
and midinfrared background is supported by the spectral
weight (SW) analysis of �1ð!Þ for Co-Ba122 series [13].
The SW contained in �1ð!Þ measures the degree of the
renormalization of electronic bandwidth by interactions

[21–23]. Only by assigning most of the SW at !<
1500 cm�1 to the response of interacting mobile electrons
does one find consistency with band structure renormal-
ization revealed by other probes [13]. Since the response
below 1500 cm�1 is dominated by intraband processes, it
is instructive to analyze these data in terms of the
frequency-dependent scattering rate 1=�ð!Þ. One can ob-
tain 1=�ð!Þ using the extended Drude model (EDM)
1=�ð!Þ ¼ !2

p=4�Reð1= ~�ð!ÞÞ, where !p is the plasma

frequency and ~�ð!Þ is the complex optical conductivity
[24]. For consistency of the analysis, we determined the
value of !p of each compound from the integration of

�1ð!Þ at 295 K up to 1500 cm�1. The EDM analysis also
requires a correction for higher frequency interband ab-
sorption. For this task, we modeled interband transitions
using a set of Lorentz oscillators [inset of Fig. 1(e)] and
subtracted their contribution from experimental ~�ð!Þ.
Some uncertainty with the choice of !p or with the par-

ticular choice for high-energy corrections will not modify
the key outcomes of the EDM analysis. We emphasize that

FIG. 1 (color online). (a)–(d) T-dependent �1ð!Þ of BaFe2As2, OPD BaðFe0:92Co0:08Þ2As2, BaFe2ðAs0:67P0:33Þ2, and OD
BaðFe0:75Co0:25Þ2As2 from top to bottom. Inset of (d): spectral weight obtained by integrating �1ð!Þ at 295 K up to 1500 cm�1.
The gray bar indicates the SDW gap in BaFe2As2. The arrows in (b) and (c) denote the frequency above which �1ð!Þ displays slight
increase due to the pseudogap. (e)–(h) Scattering rate 1=�ð!Þ. The gray bars represent the frequency range below which 1=�ð!Þ
exhibits suppression in the magnitude. Note that this frequency region correlates with the SDW gap in �1ð!Þ of BaFe2As2. Inset of (e):
the hatched area denotes the contribution from interband transitions. (i)–(l) Calculated 1=�ð!Þ spectra. The dashed line in (k) shows
the calculation result for 1=�ð!Þ at 32 K assuming vanishing pseudogap (�PG ¼ 0). (m)–(p) �2Fð!Þ spectra and DOS (insets)
obtained from the 1=�ð!Þ analysis. The dashed lines in (o) and its inset represent �2Fð!Þ and DOS for 1=�ð!Þ result with �PG ¼ 0,
respectively.
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we use the same protocol for the EDM analysis for all the
compounds, yet we find markedly different behavior of
1=�ð!Þ at the extremes of the doping level and systematic
evolution across the entire doping range.

The scattering rate spectra for Ba122, OPD Co-Ba122,
and P-Ba122 [Figs. 1(e)–1(g)] display a number of com-
mon trends. As T decreases, 1=�ð!Þ are suppressed below
about 700 cm�1. For OPD Co-Ba122 and P-Ba122
where the evolution of 1=�ð!Þ can be followed down
to T < 10 K, we observe a threshold in 1=�ð!Þ in the
region of 600–700 cm�1 as indicated by gray bars in
Figs. 1(e)–1(g). It is this characteristic frequency depen-
dence that is associated with the pseudogap in the cup-
rates [2,24]. The precise form of the absorption threshold
in the cuprates is also influenced by coupling to resonant
excitations [25]. As we will discuss below, both strong-
coupling effects and the pseudogap govern the intragap
charge dynamics in the Ba122 pnictides. It should be
noted that the threshold structure in 1=�ð!Þ of OPD
compounds appears at the same frequency region where
�1ð!Þ of the parent phase displays the SDW gap. The
behavior of the OD crystal is markedly different [Fig. 1(h)].
These latter data are dominated by nearly parallel vertical
offset of the entire 1=�ð!Þ spectra with the variation in T.
Neither the pseudogap nor strong-coupling features are
needed to account for the gross features of 1=�ð!Þ of the
OD crystal.

The structure of 1=�ð!Þ is known to unveil the signa-
tures of interactions in the electromagnetic response of
correlated electron systems [21]. Specifically, 1=�ð!Þ data
for the cuprates revealed infrared signatures of the super-
conducting gap at T < Tc, of the pseudogap [a partial gap
in the density of states (DOS)] in the normal state, and
also features originating from electron-boson coupling
[24,25]. The pseudogap with the magnitude �PG leads
to a suppression of 1=�ð!Þ at low frequencies followed by
a crossover to the regime of strong scattering at !>�PG

[2,24]. As a result, a distinct threshold appears in 1=�ð!Þ;
the frequency range of this threshold quantifies the energy
scale associated with the pseudogap [24,25]. Strong cou-
pling of electrons to resonant bosonic excitations also
affects the spectral form of 1=�ð!Þ. For example, a sharp
mode in the bosonic spectral function �2Fð!Þ results in a
rapid increase in the scattering rate at frequencies above
this mode [24,25]. Sharapov and Carbotte developed a
formalism accounting for the concerted effect on 1=�ð!Þ
of the pseudogap and of �2Fð!Þ [26],

1

�ð!;TÞ
¼�

!

Z 1

0
d��2Fð!Þ

Z 1

�1
d"½Nð"��ÞþNð�"þ�Þ�

�½nBð�ÞþnFð��"Þ�½nFð"�!Þ�nFð"þ!Þ�;
(1)

where Nð"Þ is the normalized DOS, nBð"Þ¼1=ðe"=kT�1Þ
and nFð"Þ ¼ 1=ðe"=kT þ 1Þ are boson and fermion occu-
pation numbers, respectively.
Most commonly, the strong-coupling analysis is applied

to systems where one single band crosses the Fermi sur-
face. In general, multiband systems can pose caveats for
the interpretation of 1=�ð!Þ. At least Ba122 family of the
pnictides appears to present a special case of a multiband
system where this single-band analysis is applicable and
grasps important physics [27]. A meticulous four-band
calculation of the optical response for K-doped Ba122
compound points to an overwhelming contribution associ-
ated with one single band [27]. The authors also show that
the experimental manifestations of the strong-coupling
effects in 1=�ð!Þ are remarkably similar to what is usually
seen in single-band materials. The underlying reason for
predominance of a single band in the infrared data may
stem from differences in the effective masses associated
with various bands with the ‘‘lightest’’ quasiparticles
always dominating the infrared response [28].
To attain detailed information on mechanisms under-

lying charge dynamics of the iron pnictides, we modeled
the experimental 1=�ð!Þ using Eq. (1). For �2Fð!Þ, we
employ a Gaussian peak at 100–200 cm�1: the energy
scale revealed by the neutron studies of magnetic excita-
tions in Ba122 family [29–31]. In order to describe the
impact of the pseudogap on the DOS, we utilized a qua-
dratic gap function [32],

Nð"Þ ¼
�
Nð0Þ þ

�
ð1� Nð0ÞÞ "2

ð�PG=2Þ2
��

�

�
�PG

2
� j"j

�

þ �

�
j"j � �PG

2

�
; (2)

where �ð"Þ is the Heaviside function. The calculated
spectra of 1=�ð!Þ are shown in Figs. 1(i)–1(l). The right
panels of Fig. 1 display the corresponding forms of
�2Fð!Þ and DOS employed in the analysis. The principle
consequence of the coupling to a sharp mode at
100–200 cm�1 in �2Fð!Þ is a rapid onset of 1=�ð!Þ at
low frequencies [33]. The opening of the pseudogap
results in the suppression of 1=�ð!Þ over much broader
frequency range extending to �700 cm�1. To illustrate
the relative roles of the bosonic coupling and of the
pseudogap, we also calculate the 1=�ð!Þ for P-Ba122 at
32 K by setting �PG ¼ 0 [Fig. 1(g)]. A cursory inspection
of the latter spectrum shows a rapid increase of 1=�ð!Þ
due to the resonance mode that is at variance with the
gradual character of the experimental data. Furthermore,
our modeling confirms that the impact of bosonic cou-
pling on the charge dynamics is confined to low frequen-
cies, thus attesting to the notion that a pseudogap in the
DOS is needed to account for a gradual threshold struc-
ture at 700 cm�1 in our data.
A notable outcome of the analysis reported in Fig. 1 is

the correlation between the evolutions of the resonant
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mode and of the pseudogap. The sharp mode in �2Fð!Þ of
parent and OPD compounds becomes progressively
weaker with increasing T, concomitant with the reduction
of the pseudogap depth. This correlation also holds for
the OD Co-Ba122: the mode in �2Fð!Þ is very weak and
there is no need to invoke a pseudogap to explain T- or
!-dependences of 1=�ð!Þ. All these results suggest that
the electronic pseudogap and the resonance mode may be
of common microscopic origin ultimately related to mag-
netism in the iron pnictides as we will discuss later. The
1=�ð!Þ analysis therefore demonstrates that infrared prop-
erties of both parent and OPD compounds are dominated
by the pseudogap with the magnitude �PG � 700 cm�1

that develops at T exceeding TN of Ba122; the pseudogap
vanishes on the OD side of the phase diagram.

Having identified the normal-state pseudogap, we now
assess its relationship to the superconducting gap 2�SC of
P-Ba122 (Tc ¼ 30 K) and OPD Co-Ba122 (Tc ¼ 22 K).
An infrared signature of the energy gap in dirty super-
conductors is the onset of absorption at ! ¼ 2�SC fol-
lowed by a rapid increase of�1ð!Þ. This behavior is indeed
observed in OPD Co-Ba122 [Fig. 2(b)] where we estimate
2�SC � 50 cm�1 [34]. In clean superconductors, the onset
of absorption is expected to start at 4�SC [35]. In the
intermediate regime, a shallow onset of the conductivity
can be recognized at 2�SC, whereas the maximum of
�1ð!Þ occurs near or above 4�SC [35]. This latter behavior
is consistent with the response of P-Ba122 where we find a
gradual increase of �1ð!Þ between 80 and 200 cm�1

[Fig. 2(a)]. We note that impurity scattering in P-Ba122
is likely to be weaker [12,36] compared to Co-Ba122 since

the P dopants leave the conducting Fe planes intact. The
above interpretation of the electrodynamics of P-Ba122 is
in accord with our 1=�ð!Þ data: the value of 1=�ð! ! 0Þ at
T � Tc of P-Ba122 is smaller than that of OPD Co-Ba122
by a factor of 3. Further support for the clean-limit scenario
comes from quasilinear T dependence of the change in the
magnetic penetration depth �� of P-Ba122 [36]. On the
other hand, �� of Co-Ba122 compounds shows a power-
law behavior [37]; ��� Tn with the exponent n larger
than 2. This behavior is consistent with the notion of the
substantial pairbreaking impurity scattering within the
s�-wave scenario [37,38]. The value of 2�SC � 80 cm�1

of P-Ba122 inferred from Fig. 2(a) is in reasonable agree-
ment with that from recent photoemission spectroscopy
experiments [39]. Finally, we remark that Ba1�xKxFe2As2
crystals are also likely to be less disordered than Co-Ba122
and display a gradual increase of�1ð!Þ above 2�SC [20,27]
similar to P-Ba122.
Our analysis of the electromagnetic response above and

below Tc allows us to comment on the possible origins of
the pseudogap state in the iron pnictides. Experiments
reported in Fig. 1 reveal that the magnitude of the
normal-state pseudogap significantly exceeds that of the
superconducting gaps. This finding is at odds with a
‘‘precursor to superconductivity’’ interpretation of the
pseudogap in the iron pnictides. A similar conclusion holds
for the cuprates, where the two gaps are also well separated
in energy in the underdoped or OPD compounds [1] and
where the pseudogap was attributed to a nonsuperconduct-
ing broken-symmetry state [40].
The appearance of the pseudogap in the electronic re-

sponse of Ba122 system correlates with the evolution of
the AFM fluctuations across the phase diagram. Neutron
scattering experiments on Ba122 determined that the AFM
fluctuations related to the SDW instability persist above TN

[41]. NMR studies found that the AFM fluctuations in
the parent compound remain robust in P-Ba122 and OPD
Co-Ba122 but become drastically suppressed in OD
Co-Ba122 [3,42]. Furthermore, the energy scale of the
infrared pseudogap in OPD compounds is in accord with
that of the SDW gap of the parent compound. The strong-
coupling analysis of 1=�ð!Þ further reveals the intimate
correlation between the development of the resonance
mode of �2Fð!Þ and the pseudogap. Thus the totality of
data suggests that the AFM fluctuations related to the SDW
instability of the parent compounds might be a plausible
cause for the pseudogap of the iron pnictides. Recent
experiments showed that the AFM and orbital fluctuations
can coexist [43,44]. Plausibly, both these effects may be
important for the pseudogap formation.
Both the spectral manifestations of the pseudogap in the

pnictides and the evolution of these features across the
phase diagram are strikingly similar to those of the hole-
doped cuprates. The manifestation of the pseudogap in
�1ð!Þ of the hole-doped cuprates is subtle: a shallow dip

FIG. 2 (color online). �1ð!Þ in the far-infrared region.
(a) BaFe2ðAs0:67P0:33Þ2. Vertical bars on top of �1ð!Þ represent
error bars. (b) OPD BaðFe0:92Co0:08Þ2As2.
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in otherwise nearly featureless spectra �1ð!Þ [2,24]. Very
similar behavior is also observed in the conductivity data
of the iron pnictides. The infrared signature of the pseu-
dogap is much more obvious in the electron-doped
cuprates [45]. We stress that the prominence of AFM
fluctuations is one of the very few unifying aspects of these
two classes of high-Tc superconductors: the cuprates and
the pnictides.

A salient feature of the pseudogap state in the cuprates is
nematic correlations leading to the anisotropic response of
their building blocks: CuO2 planes [46,47]. Recent experi-
ments on Co-Ba122 have also identified in-plane transport
anisotropy attributed to nematic effects [48,49] in the
parameter space where our infrared data detect the pseu-
dogap. Moreover, thermodynamic and ultrasound spectro-
scopic studies indicate that a nematic state exists well
above TN and persists to the nonmagnetic superconducting
regime [50,51]. Further connections between the pseudo-
gap characteristics of the two classes of materials need to
be explored in more detail. A tentative conclusion based
upon the data presented in Fig. 1, as well as the literature,
is that the AFM state of parent materials has a direct
bearing on the pseudogap in both classes of high-Tc

superconductors.
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